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  TRIP TO SOUTHERN ECUADOR PART 2:  November 16-December 5, 2015 

 

 
  

    View from the balcony at Urraca Lodge  
  
The Brits were shown where the Rufous Antpitta was seen after the meal. It was shortly after one in the afternoon when driving over to the base of the 

four-wheel drive road and walking the seventy meter distance to a point where the parakeet feeders could be seen and playing the tape with negative 

results. The directions in Birding Ecuador were followed to a site seven point four kilometers downhill from the lodge only to run into heavy rains. An 

idle fifteen or twenty minutes passed while sitting in the car until it stopped.  Few birds were in evidence at this roadside location with the exception of a 

medium-small-sized woodcreeper that was striped thus a Montane and two Inca Jays. I thought it might be a good idea to continue onward for three 

kilometers to Valladolid to look for Maranon Thrushes. Few birds were in evidence until finding a small track that led out from town on the right some 

one hundred and seventy meters beyond the bridge. The area was teeming with birds including a Maranon Thrush. Martin was elsewhere and called over. 

The track was traced to its end seeing many species including Yellow-bellied Elaenia, White-crested Elaenia, Silver-beaked Tanager, Yellow-bellied 

Seedeater, Southern House Wren, and Ash-browed Spinetail. 
 

           
 

             Footbridge Valladolid                Yellow-bellied Elaenia                           Blue-and-white Swallow                     Ash-browed Spinetail 
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           Yellow-bellied Seedeater                     Yellow-browed Sparrow 

 

The car was returned to at five in the afternoon and we were back at the lodge in forty-five minutes thinking supper was at six o’clock. Martin ran upstairs 

to lie in bed as usual while I tried for the Chusquea Tapaculo from the blind with one answering the tape in five minutes. The old blind was now filled 

with firewood and the bird was seen extremely well including running up a slanted bamboo stock to within four feet of my face.  Unfortunately it 

retreated to the forest floor just as the camera was trained on the secretive beast.  Martin was called from his resting place upstairs but it did not respond 

again likely due to the fading light. The tape was played for White-crowned Tanager without success. It was now time for a shower and change of t-shirt. 

Supper was served at seven o’clock that consisted of soup, popcorn, chicken, rice and salsa, vegetables, and hot mild tea. Dessert was simply a small dish 

of canned peaches. The maps and text were then reviewed in Birds of Ecuador for Casa Simpson, those that could be found en route to Copalinga as well 

as at the lodge itself. The flashlight and tape and car key were secured at seven-forty to drive an eighth of a kilometer down the highway where an Andean 

Potoo was known to reside only to find the gate locked. Numerous bats were feeding at the sugar feeders when returning to the room. The notes were 

caught up from eight to nine-thirteen before switching off the lights. In retrospect, I should simply have walked the short distance and possibly beyond 

listening for night birds along the way. The staff could have been asked to unlock the barrier as well. The four-wheel track that led to the Jocotoco Trail 

was also easily accessible from the highway. 
 

The birding team was awake at five in the morning on November twenty-sixth and preparations were underway for the day. Breakfast was served at six 

o’clock that consisted of juice, fruit and granola, scrambled eggs, bread and jam, and coffee. Martin was able to see the Chusquea Tapaculo after the meal 

prior to driving to the parakeet feeders only to discover that none were present. Several flocks of parrots were flying overhead and calls were compared to 

the species found in the area and only White-capped was similar but not counted regardless. The Jocotoco Trail was hiked once more from this end and 

the tape was played for the Chestnut-naped Antpitta that responded immediately. No further calls were heard but a patient wait ensued and it appeared 

beside the trail after some eight minutes. A feeding flock held Black-capped Hemispingus, Orange-banded Flycatcher, Citrine Warbler, Rufous-chested 

Tanager. A Highland Motmot was heard. Three pair of Golden-plumed Parakeets were found at natural cavities in palm trees while strolling back to the 

highway.  
 

                          
 

                                                 Golden-plumed Parakeet                                                       Highland Motmot  
 

The car that was parked as far off the highway lanes as possible was returned to at ten-thirty and driven directly to the lodge where a Speckled 

Hummingbird was found at the flowers near the feeders while enjoying a coffee. The tapes of Paramo and Blackish Tapaculos were reviewed finding an 

exact match for Blackish. The notes were brought up to date from six minutes past eleven to eleven twenty-one. An attempt was made at photographing 

the tapaculo from the woodshed and more images were taken of hummingbirds until twelve-fifty.  
  
Lunch was served at one o'clock that consisted of soup, beans, beef, juice, coffee, and melon sweetened with cinnamon and sugar. The rental was en route 

to Valladolid shortly before two in the afternoon with a slow cruise down the highway looking for feeding flocks. One small group was found at lower 

elevations closer to Valladolid that contained the red-faced race of Flame-faced Tanager and a lovely Saffron-hooded Tanager. The trail at Valladolid was 

inactive as compared to the last visit but the Ash-browned Spinetail was confirmed through playing the tape and photos taken; a single Maranon Thrush 

was seen. The big surprise of the visit was getting excellent looks at a Loja Tyrannulet walking back to the car. Martin paid four dollars for gas in town as 

the tank was down to half. It was bought at a makeshift shop and filled with a two-gallon can and hose. The lodge was reoccupied at five-fifteen or so and 

the checklist was perused and the email account checked. The notes were underway from five-twenty to five-forty. Hummingbirds were photographed 

and an attempt made at photographing the tapaculo once more. The birding sites en route to Loja and from Loja to Copalinga were investigated and 

placed in the notes sector of the iPad prior to sitting down to supper at seven o'clock.  The meal consisted of soup, rice and minced vegetables and chicken 

wrapped in pastry. Dessert was a banana served with a delicious sauce. An attempt was made at photographing the bats at the sugar feeders but the task 

was impossible as they seldom settled. The species tallied on the trip were perused coming to approximately two hundred and thirty. 
  
The anxious twosome was awake at five-thirty on November the twenty-seventh when the suitcases were packed and resting in the car at five-forty 

awaiting breakfast. Notes brought up to date after checking the email account at five fifty-five. The accustomed early meal of coffee, fruit and granola, 

fruit juice, and scrambled eggs with bread and jam was wolfed down quickly. Fortunately there were no forms to fill and we left immediately after eating 

at six-thirty. The drive downhill was interrupted with periodic stops to look for birds, missing the river for dippers somehow and subsequent birding sites  
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along Highway 682 was dollars for the fill up. The mileages were recorded from there to Zamora with the first stop at the old Loja-Zamora road directly 

at the windy cold summit of Hi in Birds of Ecuador due to poor mileages recorded by the author and possibly because the route was taken in reverse. One 

stop just south of Yangana along Highway 45. The only bird seen personally was a Mouse-coloured Thistletail of the three birds seen, the rest glimpses. 

The track was traced for some two kilometers before returning to the car. 
  
The Ingeniero Carlos Mora Carrion power station was next in line but no White-capped Dippers or Torrent Ducks were found but great photos were taken 

of a Yellow-whiskered Bush-Tanager. Various sections of the river were scanned for dippers en route. Cliff Flycatchers were found sitting on the 

overhead wires adjacent to a substantial bridge over the Rio Sabanilla along Highway 45, eight kilometers before reaching Zamora. This was near to the 

location mentioned in Birds of Ecuador. The spot mentioned for dipper in Birds of Ecuador at the Cascada Velo de Novia was also unproductive. Zamora 

came into sight at twelve-fifty and Copalinga was found easily though not through the correct route.  

  

 

              Cliffs near Yangana                                 Cliff Swallow                 Cascada Velo de Novia          Yellow-whiskered Bush-Tanager 
  
The gate was closed on arrival with the owners appearing behind us just as I was about to open the gate. Hummingbirds were watched under a hot midday 

sun. The fastidious woman was ready at one-thirty and Martin signed the required papers. The persnickety woman then went on to explain a few dozen 

particulars to obey. The bags were carried to the room and we went back to the feeders and sorted out the regular visitors until four-twenty in the 

afternoon when joining the proprietor to visit the hide where two Gray Tinamous were seen immediately. A male Wire-crested Thorntail and Violet-

headed Hummingbird were seen at the Verbena blossoms and Fork-tailed Woodnymph, Little Woodstar, Black-throated Brilliant, Blue-tailed Emerald, 

Gray-chinned Hermit, and Violet-fronted Brilliant at the feeders. Red Pileated Finch, Orange-eared Tanager, Spotted Tanager, Ecuadorian Tyrannulet, 

Russet-backed Oropendola, and Black-faced Dacnis were observed on the grounds not too far from the lodge. 
  

                 
  
                     Our cabin at Copalinga                            Bedroom at Copalinga                         Bathroom                     Copalinga dining area  
  

It was around six o'clock when driving out to the Blackish Nightjar stakeout only to find it was the wrong spot but the correct location at two cut banks 

one kilometer from the lodge gate was also investigated briefly at six forty-five on the way back to the lodge. Unknowingly the birds seldom called and 

were merely seen flying against the darkening sky. The dinner table was occupied at six-fifty and a strange roll of leaf vegetable was served first that was 

covered in a sour sauce and delicious. Spaghetti followed with an uncharacteristic sauce and lots of cheese sprinkled on top. A White-eared Opossum was 

seen with the flashlight at the banana feeders. Guests included a married couple from Vancouver Island and three young women from Germany who were 

studying vegetation. I stayed behind to catch up on emailing and downloading checklists for the area. A huge army ant swarm was along the path 

returning to the cabin at nine o'clock or so. The checklists were perused until having a shower at nine-fifty then writing the notes until ten thirty-one. 
  

 
  
                            Fork-tailed Woodnymph            Fork-tailed Woodnymph        Fork-tailed Woodnymph            Violet-fronted Brilliant 
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                          Black-throated Brilliant              Black-throated Brilliant               Sparkling Violetear                     Glittering-throated Emerald 

 

       
  

                     Blue-tailed Emerald            Wire-crested Thornbill                        Little Woodstar                  Violet-headed Hummingbird 
  

 
  
               Gray Tinamou                             Orange-eared Tanager                   Crested Oropendola                    Squirrel Cuckoo 

 

               
  
                   Rio Bombuscaro               Fulvous Shrike-Tanager      Amazonian Umbrellabird                  Heliotrope Flower 
  
Both of us were awake at five-thirty on the morning of the twenty-eighth and seated for breakfast at six o’clock with bananas and other fruits, granola 

moistened personally with fruit juice, coffee, followed with scrambled eggs and bread and jam. The anxious twosome left immediately after for 

Bombuscaro Park observing an Amazonia Umbrellabird soon after leaving the car. Almost every trail was explored in the reserve seeing very few birds 

likely due to the sunny, hot weather although Bronze-green Euphonia, Rufous-chested Tanager, Highland Motmot, a juvenile Variable Hawk, and White-

necked Thrush were recorded. Everyone met at the site was seeing an Andean Cock-of-the-Rock that seemed to elude us. 
  
The packed lunch of cheese and smoked sausage sandwiches, fruit juice, an apple, and a chocolate biscuit were eaten back at the car at twelve-thirty. The 

rental was back at the lodge at one-fifteen. Hummingbirds were enjoyed including a Green Hermit while the notes were brought up to date from two to 

two-eighteen. Birds became active again at this point and a great view was obtained of a Crested Oropendola on the banana feeder that was unfortunately 

frightened off by one of the over enthusiastic German girls before a good image could be obtained. A Green-and-gold Tanager was seen very well in the 

driveway prior to walking the trail with Martin up to the Gray Tinamou with few birds seen en route with an Ecuadorian Tyrannulet placed on the list. 

The call was examined on xeno canto, a single high-pitched concise though fairly soft note "pit" that confirmed the sighting. A Lafresnaye's Piculet was 

seen poorly with just the barring on the rear end observed but it is the only Piculet present here. Two additional trails were strolled consequently with 

nothing new observed.  
  
Yours truly returned to the cabin to shower and change clothes at five o'clock due to the high humidity today while Martin strolled down for a coffee. I 

joined him at around five-thirty or so and little was seen at the feeders except for an Agouti. I strolled off alone down the road and only saw a dark thrush 

and a small dark bird dart across the road in the fading light. The iPad was forgotten on the bathroom floor and thought to be lost when returning. The 

back seat of the car, the cabin, and dining area were searched without success. Martin joined me in the car and an unsuccessful search took place along the 

route walked earlier. We carried on to the Blackish Nightjar site and it gave the soft ‘pwick’ flight call several times at six-thirty and flew low over the 

hillside and along the road where it was captured briefly in the light beam seeing a very dark bird. The frog-like call matched perfectly and it responded to 

the playback. A single deep hollow hoot was heard clearly that matched one of the less commonly used calls of the Black-banded Owl on xeno-canto but 

regardless was not counted. Meanwhile the thought come to mind that the iPad was left on the bathroom floor near the toilet where it was recovered  
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quickly when returning for supper. 
  
Supper was served at seven in the evening that consisted of soup and a spicy vegetable dish within which was stirred a large quantity of rice. Chicken 

chunks were on the plate as well. Desert was a lovely pastry of some sort. The guests were conversed with at which time the Birds of Vancouver Island 

was revealed to the guest from Nanoose Bay and after a few minutes the gentleman recalled having seen the guide previously. Martin paid the final bill of 

three hundred and ten dollars that included the price of meals for our two-night stay. The room was reoccupied at eight-thirty with the notes brought up to 

date at eleven minutes past ten. 
  
Both of us were awake at five-thirty on the morning of the twenty-ninth of November and packed for our departure to Loja. Breakfast was served 

promptly at six o’clock that consisted of dry granola, juice, coffee, bread and jam, and scrambled eggs. Bombuscaro Park was first in line with the main 

trail walked to its end with one good feeding flock of which most were left unidentified. Others recorded included Dusky Bush-Tanager, Spangled 

Cotinga, Fulvous Shrike-Tanager, and two birds that were likely Gray-fronted Doves due to size and habitat and elimination of others not found in the 

area. 
  
It started to rain heavily half way back to park headquarters and the couple from Ottawa invited us to stand under their veranda until it subsided, which 

took fifteen minutes. They were just leaving for downtown Zamora and we offered a ride and remarkably the three adventurers and their three huge 

backpacks fit. We were sidetracked momentarily - unknowingly along Highway 45 in the direction of Zumbi - and finally let them off at the bus station at 

a turnaround at ten-thirty. I mistakenly thought the highway we had taken was the highway to Loja thus we returned along the same route looking for the 

old road that was in fact in the opposite direction. Nevertheless we found a road across the river from Timbara that was thought to be the old road at 

exactly the same mileage indicated in Birds of Ecuador. The birding was excellent for open country species and included Lineated Woodcreeper, Yellow-

tufted Woodpecker, Magpie Tanager, Chestnut-bellied Seed-Finch, Chestnut-bellied Seedeater, Black-billed Thrush, Black-crowned Tityra, Long-tailed 

Tyrant, White-eyed Parakeet, Sulphury Flycatcher, and Lined Antshrike (singing but the list was unavailable to know which species to use playback), 
 

    
  

      Timbara south of Zamora                         Long-tailed Tyrant                           Smooth-billed Ani                         White-banded Swallow 
  

    
  
              Black-billed Thrush                           Magpie Tanager                      Chestnut-bellied Seed-Finch                           Yellow-tufted Woodpecker 

  

        
  

                                                   White-eyed Parakeet                         Ringed Butterfly                       Iridescent  Butterfly 
  
It was four-thirty when departing, and believing to be on the road to Loja, the vehicle was pointed left down Highway 45, which would have been the 

proper manoeuvre but instead it was leading us towards Zumbi. We had driven a good twenty minutes until realizing the mistake and turned around and 

drove back to the turnaround and bus station in Zamora where the road to Loja was taken up again. The proper gravel road leading down to the real old 

Loja Zamora road was sighted en route to Loja.  
  
It was dark and a few minutes past seven when reaching Loja and stopping for gas at Calle Cayetano, one block past the intersection of Calle Paris. 

Martin paid six dollars for the fill up. The attendant was asked where Calle Paris was located and he pointed back and indicated it was the first street on 

the right but when asking some kids at the corner if it was Calle Paris they said no. Martin was also leery of the cobblestone street leading sharply uphill. 

Thus we headed further towards town and asked a taxi driver who pointed the way and indicated it was ten blocks to our destination. Martin was flustered 

and impatient was about to pay a taxi driver twenty-dollars to lead the way. However, we were now on Santiago de las Montanas and heading towards 

Zoilo Rodriguez along which the hotel was located. Another stop took place and fortunately an English-speaking woman was asked who gave perfect 
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directions and five minutes later we pulled up to the office. The register was signed at seven-forty with the bill prepaid. A shower was first in line after 

which room service was called at eight-twelve with Martin ordering a hamburger and yours truly picking a pizza from the menu topped with chicken, 

pimento, pineapple, and mushroom. Coffee and a bottle of water were ordered with both of us eating chocolate bars for dessert from the bar stock. The 

notes were underway before the meal arrived and again after eating the meal from eight forty-five to eight-thirteen.  The route out of the city was 

researched on Google Earth until nine fifty-five.  

                                         
  

              Howard Johnson Loja 
  
The twosome was up early at five o'clock on the thirtieth of November due to sleeping early and the warm temperature in the room. Unbelievably there 

was no air-conditioning. Birds were researched especially the unknown flycatcher along the unpaved road south of Zamora and eventually keyed as a 

Sulphury. It was six-fifteen when strolling to the restaurant to find that it did not open until eight so Martin paid the thirty-seven dollar and eighty-four 

cents bill for our supper and the chocolate bars as the accommodation was prepaid. Directions were confirmed with the English-speaking female staff 

member prior to starting the drive out of the city at seven-thirty. The first sector was easy following a strip of green space but two stops were made 

subsequently to ask directions to ensure we were heading in the proper direction. Fortunately we had made the right choices. It was at least eight o'clock 

when reaching the roundabout on Highway 35 heading towards Cuenca. It was nine-thirty when Martin spied a Bearded Guan flying across the road a few 

kilometers south of Saraguro where a brief stop was made and where Purple-throated Sunangel and Northern Yellow-breasted Brush-Finch, the 

subspecies with the white wing patch were recorded. 
  
It was ten o'clock or so when reaching the north entrance to the unpaved road three kilometers south of Saraguro and tracing it to the beginning of the 

forest. A stop was made prior to reaching the wooded area when a White-tailed Shrike-Tyrant was observed in a grassy meadow and then fortunately 

recognizing an Ash-colored Tapaculos call. One brief but clear view was obtained of the skulker when the long tail and distinctive coloration was noted A 

two-plus kilometer walk ensued with very few birds seen, a very disappointing scenario when a list of thirty lifers was presented in Birds of Ecuador. Two 

more guans were found along with birds that had been recorded previously. The best species documented was Ocellated Tapaculo; two began to call after 

playing the tape. One was drawn to a few feet away and scolding at the ‘intruder’ but the bamboo at the road edge was just too dense to see the desired 

quest. 

        
  

      White-tailed Shrike-Tyrant 
  
It was noon when heading back to the highway and twelve-thirty when stopping in Saraguro where two very large bottles of orange drinks were 

purchased and two bottles of booze for Martin. Cost of the soft drinks was shared. The drive continued to Ona where yours truly paid seven dollars and 

seventy-eight cents for two packs of potato chips, cookies, three packs of sweet pastries, and two chocolate bars that served as lunch during the drive. A 

Peruvian Meadowlark was perched on an overhead wire at Cumbe a few kilometers south of Cuenca that was simply driven past without stopping. The 

countryside changed to lovely hillside pastures and sparking streams dotted here and there with Americanized restaurants and classy homes with red-tiled 

roofs.  
  
It was three-forty when reaching the outskirts of Cuenca where Martin purchased four dollars worth of gas. The map indicated that the crossroads 

required for Avenida Las Americas and Highway 35 was simply a junction but an underpass had been constructed and with luck the proper choice was at 

a junction passed through a short tunnel-like overpass and onto Calle Americana where the road was one-way divided by a new railway line under made. 

However, having no idea we were actually on Avenida Las Americas, a stop was made to ask a non-English-speaking fellow where the highway was 

located that led to El Cajas and he pointed down the street. To complicate matters, a new railway line was being constructed between the two one-way 

sectors of street that limited access from one lane to another. An English-speaking taxi driver pulled alongside in the now heavy traffic that was at a 

standstill and told us we were on Avenida Las Americas, which came as a surprise. He gave perfect directions and ten minutes later we were on Highway  
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Cuenca  
  
582 en route to El Cajas. Unfortunately the highway was also under construction and the well-signed detour was traced to a point where the where the 

detour changed direction and there were no signs to be found. Now disoriented a nearby garage was dropped into for directions. Another English-

speaking gentleman got in his car and led us out to the main bypass that soon rejoined Highway 582.  Martin was once again agitated and nattering about 

hiring a taxi to lead us in the right direction. Of course poor Cuenca was now getting the brunt of his frustration even though it was simply mass 

improvements being made to one of the most beautiful cities in the world. The barrios in this impoverished sector of town were in sharp contrast to the 

vibrant colonial center with its museums and cathedrals and spectacular town square, 
  
Well-signed Dos Chorreras came into sight at four thirty or so and the paper work was soon signed and no charge was mentioned possibly due to stating 

that the room was booked through Booking.com. However, payment was not prepaid and made when leaving. Breakfast was unfortunately not served 

until eight o'clock so we decided to visit Liaviucu Lake some six kilometers towards Cuenca early tomorrow morning and return for breakfast 

afterward. The hosteria was spectacular and many pictures were taken of the interior and exterior. Once settled in our rooms Martin and I stepped 

outside to explore the grounds. A White-capped Dipper came as a surprise and was photographed reasonably well. The light drizzle soon evaporated  

and a stroll on the property produced Andean Gull, Andean Teal, Brown-backed Chat-Tyrant, and great views of a Mountain Wren. 
  

 
  

                Hacienda Dos Chorreras   

  

 
  

               Hacienda Dos Chorreras   

  

 
  

              Hacienda Dos Chorreras   

  
Dusk came quickly and the restaurant was next in line at six o'clock where a coffee, goat meat with rice, potatoes, and avocado was selected personally 

from the menu. The email account was checked and pictures of the lodge sent to Pat while Christmas songs were playing in English. A few more pictures 

were taken of the interior after the delicious meal. My gut was cramping likely due to gas from the unhealthy foods and orange drink combination eaten at 

lunch that had likely expanded at the higher elevation. The uncomfortable condition subsided before bedtime. The notes were underway at seven and 

placed aside at eight-seventeen. The lights were turned off shortly after checking a list of birds in the area. 
  
Both of us were awake at five-thirty on December first and soon on our way to Lake Liaviucu. The gate to the hacienda was locked when attempting to 

leave at six and the receptionist who was sleeping behind her desk was awakened and she phoned someone who opened it for us. The two-kilometer-long 

cobblestone road to the lake was driven only to find a locked gate and dire warnings not to enter. It was raining moderately and we decided against 

entering: the barrier opened at eight o'clock. The car was then driven to a point five kilometers uphill beyond Dos Chorreras where a paved road lead 
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to the Jardins de Virgin. Several species were noted here in the meadows and treed laneway including Hooded Siskin, Cinereous Conebill, Chestnut-

winged Cinclodes, Tawny Antpitta, and Hooded Siskin. 
  
It was close to eight o'clock when driving back to the hotel for breakfast, which included coffee, scrambled eggs, bread and marmalade, and blackberry 

juice. The free meal was wolfed down quickly after which we communicated as best as possible with the non-English speaking staff that we wished the 

gate to be open at six tomorrow morning and that we wished to pay the hotel bill after supper this evening. The translation app came in handy once more. 
  
We were soon on our way to El Cajas, passing through a virtual nonstop police gateway en route. The first stop was at the park centre where our 

particulars were noted on a computer before wandering a trail heading across the paramo for four hundred meters or so. Several Tit-like Dacnis and a 

Blue-mantled Thornbill were discovered on our way back to the centre. The rental was then pointed uphill for three point four kilometers to a sector of 

brush lining the highway where Purple-throated Metaltails were known to occur. None were found but incredibly two Giant Conebills were seen up close 

in the Polylepis trees. One Many-striped Cinclodes passed by while trying to locate the rare conebills for photography. This was certainly providence as 

the mileage was actually one point three kilometers and recorded in error and only discovered when rereading the directions. The drive then continued 

uphill to search other lakes for waterfowl to find them empty. The correct mileage was then returned to without finding the endemic hummingbird. The 

driveway to the inactive research building at Lake Illincocha, which is surrounded with Polylepis trees, was barred with a heavy pole. The car was thus 

parked on the roadside a half-kilometer uphill from the thornbill site and we walked through ignoring that visitors required an official guide. Very few 

birds were in evidence with no new species recorded. The next stop was at many flowering bushes three point four kilometers below the park centre but 

again no hummers were seen. The park headquarters were then visited again due to the constant cold blustery winds and drizzle or light rains. Yours truly 

used the washroom while Martin ordered coffees. The bill of four dollars for the swill and two chocolate bars was paid out of my pocket. The surrounding 

trails were strolled to the Polylepis trees finding a few birds seen previously in northern Ecuador though Andean Tit-Spinetail was noteworthy. 

 
 

    
  

                                View of El Cajas                        Tit-like Dacnis            Blue-mantled Thornbill       Plumbeous Sierra-Finch 
  

   
  

     Chestnut-winged Cinclodes                     Tawny Antpitta                               Andean Teal                                 White-capped Dipper  
  

        
  

                                                     Three views of Lake Liaviucu                                                                                  Andean Ruddy Duck 
  
It was now twelve forty-five and the rental was pointed back to Lake Liaviucu observing a female or juvenile Mountain Velvetbreast and Streak-throated 

Bush-Tyrant soon after leaving the highway. The gate was open and the man in charge took our particulars and eight dollars from my pocket to enter. The 

trail was highly active near the entrance with an incredibly beautiful Crimson-mantled Woodpecker, Superciliated Hemispingus, Azara’s Spinetail, and 

Gray-browed Bush-Finch. Andean Ruddy Duck and Andean Coot were on the lake itself. The grass areas around the western end of the lake held many 

Grass Wrens that were only seen in flight but the actions such as dropping out of sight back into the grass and rich buffy coloration was distinctive. They 

did not react to pishing or playback, although it is uncertain if the call on the tape was that of the Sedge Wren. Band-tailed Seedeaters were here in 

numbers as well. Two Ecuadorian Rails were seen. I missed the first but one was taped from the reeds at the east end of the lake and flushed from my feet 

when the typical features of a Virginia Rail were seen in flight. Three Blackish Tapaculos were calling near the parking lot and these individuals’ calls 

were a perfect match to those on the tape. One was seen as it scurried through the underbrush. 
  
The delightful park was left behind at four-thirty, returning to Dos Chorreras at five when repacking and reviewing species and sending emails et cetera 

until going for supper at five-forty. The manager was telephoned at that time but the connection was poor and his accent made it difficult to understand 

him but everything was settled for paying the bill this evening and guaranteeing that the gate would be open in time.  
  
Supper consisted of a plate of pork with mango chutney, salad (eating only the tomatoes and olives), an unknown egg-like mixture, unpleasant cold beans, 

and a good cup of coffee. Check out took place at six-thirty with the young woman who spoke reasonably good English. Martin paid the bill for the room  
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for two nights and meals that came to two hundred and ninety seven dollars and three cents. A continental breakfast would be waiting for us at six and the  

gate was to be opened. 
  
Reviewing directions and making maps for tomorrow's journey to the coast was underway from around seven until seven fifty-five at which time the day's 

notes were underway, finishing at eight forty-nine. 
  
Yours truly was awake at one in the morning on December second due to a warm room and sleeping from only nine o'clock. The door to the cold 

hallway was opened to cool the room after which I quickly reviewed the species present on the Santa Elena Peninsula and then tallied our species total 

coming to exactly three hundred though this was likely in error due to drifting off at times during the count. The Birds of Ecuador was reviewed to see 

that the Manglares-Churute marshes for the Horned Screamer were just short of two kilometers north of the driveway to the ranger station or about two 

point three kilometers towards Guayaquil from the rice fields checked on our first day. It was one fifty-four at this point. The checklist of Santa Elena was 

reviewed and thought to be incomplete and additional checklists were sought unsuccessfully until two-thirty. Sleep was restful thereafter until four-fifty 

when searching for an identity to the unidentified hummer seen at Lake Liaviucu. It was eventually keyed to a juvenile Mountain Velvetbreast due to 

amount of white in tail and decurved bill. It was four fifty-five when the notes were brought up to date.  
  
The bed was vacated at five o'clock and prepared for the day. My greasy hair was washed with shampoo followed with a body wash with a hand towel, 

and finishing at five-twelve with a shave and tooth cleansing. The gear was packed and carried to the car prior to wolfing down the continental breakfast 

that consisted of bread and jam and coffee. The drive along Highway 582 to El Cajas and beyond to the summit and then down towards the coast was 

underway at five-fifty. Yours truly forked out six dollars for gas at Molleturo and placed four dollars in coin in the tray for tolls. Brief stops were then 

made at the rice fields at Manglares-Churute at eight forty-five through to nine o'clock to look for various wetland species then at the marsh itself where 

only one pull-off was found where we were able to scan the south side for Horned Screamers without success. However, if I were driving the car would 

have made a U-turn to check further especially the marsh on the Northside of the highway.  
  
Highway 40 was taken north from the island between the two bridges between Guayaquil and Duran was taken by mistake but nevertheless worked out 

perfectly and the city was circumvented at nine-thirty. The entrance to Cerro Blanco was seen while passing by along four-lane Highway 40 noting such 

landmarks as a green overpass just a couple of tenth kilometers to the west and yellow buildings closer to the turnoff. A rough paved road was signed to 

San Vicente and traced four kilometers to the village where the surface switched to dirt. This was not the road required though signed to San Vicente and 

the highway was returned to. After driving a few more kilometers towards Santa Elena the new four-lane highway leading to San Vicente was hit upon, 

soon reaching Cerro Alto. A Baird's Flycatcher pair was found initially in a tree beside a home followed with a walk in the dry riverbed where some one 

hundred or more Long-tailed Mockingbirds were present, many Croaking Ground-Doves, four Burrowing Owls, and a dozen or more Pacific Parrotlets 

but little else during the excessive heat at eleven o’clock. 

 

               
  

                 Necklaced Spinetail                            Burrowing Owl                            Vermilion Flycatcher                           Pacific Parrotlet 
  
The drive then continued north along the coast until reaching the Pacoa salt pans adjacent to Highway 15 just north of Monteverde where Chilean 

Flamingoes and many Laughing Gulls, Franklin’s Gulls, and Elegant, Common, Sandwich, and Black Terns were observed, as well as migrant shorebirds 

and Neotropic Cormorants et cetera. A vagrant Great Grebe that had been present at this site for two years was photographed. The stop was over a half 

hour before continuing onward until reaching our destination, Finca Punta Ayampe at two o'clock. We were introduced to our room and sat down for a 

coffee prior to bringing our gear upstairs. The jeans were exchanged for light pants and the heavy clothing worn at El Cajas was packed away in the 

suitcase. It was about three o'clock when driving to Rio Ayampe and strolling the trail on the south side of the dry riverbed. Birds were abundant with 

three Elegant Crescentchests heard and great views of Parrot-billed Seedeater, Chestnut-throated Seedeater, Superciliated Wren, Black-lored 

Yellowthroat, Yellow-tailed Oriole, and the western subspecies of White-browed Brush-Finch with the white supercillary. 
  

       
  

         View from Finca Ayampe                   Finca Punta Ayampe                       Female Variable Seedeater                         Bicolored Hawk 
  
Five o'clock rolled around quickly and Finca Punta Ayampe was returned to in five minutes time. A small juvenile raptor about the size of a female 

Sharp-shin flew past and landed in a tree where photos were taken. When reviewing the bird two options were presented, the larger Collared Forest-

Falcon and Bicolored Hawk, which was the proper size. Fortunately the call was heard and matched on xeno-canto an hour later. Birds were researched 

using the camera shots while a lovely cool breeze was blowing through the open doorway. The washroom was used at six-fifty prior to returning to the 

main room. Coffees were ordered along with a pizza each with pepperoni, ham, mushrooms, olives, pineapple, and extra cheese. The report of our vagrant 

Great Grebe was sent to a report organization in Ecuador and to a regional birding tour not knowing at the time it was along-stay. A request was then 

made to have breakfast ready at seven and an omelet, fruit, bread and jam were ordered. The proprietor said that the distance to the park was fifteen 

kilometers and gas was available in Puerto Lopez. The large pizzas arrived rather quickly and both were devoured at seven-fifty. A welcomed shower  
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along with washing a few clothes and a change of clothes followed. 
  
The notes for the day were underway at eight-fifteen and completed at eight-fifty. Meanwhile an ultra noisy fan was cooling us somewhat but switched 

off at bedtime since the din was to loud to allow sleep. The Wi-Fi was not working in the bedroom but an estimate was made as to the distance to the park 

and thought to be more then the fifteen kilometers estimated by our host. 
  
Yours truly was up at four forty-five on the third due to sleeping early, dressed and played the tape from the balcony for Peruvian Screech-Owl and 

Anthony's Nightjar until five-eleven. This was due to a ghostly shape that flew past the bathroom light that was shining on the trees outside. No response 

was forthcoming because the silhouetted forms were in fact large bats. Yours truly then went downstairs at five-fifteen to see if the Wi-Fi was up and it 

was not working. A letter was composed to Chrystal regarding flight changes that went to the await box at five twenty-five. The deck was occupied, as the 

light grew brighter at six where a brief view of a Baron's Hermit was obtained as well as an unknown small dark brown thrush with a yellow bill. The bird  

was seen briefly from the back and was presumed to be a Rufous-brown Solitaire, a species not found in the region.  
  
Breakfast was served promptly at five-fifty and we were on our way to Machalilla Park at ten minutes past seven. The tank was filled at Puerto Lopez 

taking seven dollars from Martin's pocket. The reserve was reached at seven-fifty, a twenty-seven kilometer journey with no one at the gate to take the 

ten-dollar fee. Road birding was done properly with a great list of birds recorded including seeing three Pacific Pygmy-Owls, a Short-tailed Field-Tyrant, 

Necklaced Spinetails and two flyby doves that were likely Ecuadorian Ground-Doves due to habitat and size. 

 

      
  

                   Rio Blanco Machalilla Park                   Machalilla Park                            Machalilla Park                                  Turkey Vulture 
  

             
  

              Whooping Motmot                                  Pacific Pygmy-Owl                               Black Vulture                              West Peruvian Dove 
  
Two dollars in change was taken from the toll money for two cokes at Rio Blanco. The trinkets being sold next to the museum were perused with Martin 

buying a seashell. The sun was emerging with frequency at eleven o'clock so it was time to leave. A stop was made at Salango to look for a restaurant but 

all were rundown dumps. A stop to photograph the scenery produced two Blue-footed Boobies. 
  

          
  

                            Laughing Gull                                  Laughing Gull                                          Salango                                             Salango 
  
The Lazuluna Ecolodge was selected for lunch at Los Tunas, a beautiful accommodation at seventy-five bucks a night that would have been chosen over 

the Ayampe had it been known previously. At least one Esmeraldas Woodstar is found with varying success at the flowering bushes in front of the lodge 

at around ten o’clock in the morning and with less frequency again at around four in the afternoon. Fortune was not with us midday. Two chicken dishes 

were purchased, mine with what appeared to be two entire breasts with rice, applesauce, fried plantains, and a salad of tomatoes, avocado, and carrots. 

Most of the huge meal was eaten with the exception of the rice. Martin paid the twenty-two dollar bill plus a tip of ten bucks. The aesthetic lodge can be 

booked through Tripadvisor booking, 1 700 AZULUNA, or www.azuluna-Ecuador.com. 
 

             
  

      Azuluna Ecolodge                              
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It was twelve-forty at this point and the mouth of the Rio Ayampe was strolled to along the beach from the furthest road to the north, a distance of six 

hundred yards under a blazing hot sun.  Collared Plover and Masked Water-Tyrant were noted among the many migrant shorebirds and Yellow-crowned 

Night-Herons. 

 

                   
  

         Yellow-crowned Night-Heron                 Least Sandpiper                                 Collared Plover                         Neotropic Cormorant 
  
The lodge was returned to at two-thirty and a shower took place along with washing clothing before writing the notes from about three to three thirty-five. 

The trail at Rio Ayampe was underway shortly after, this time heading into a secondary forest that lead to the Colibri Lodge. Nothing new was 

forthcoming with the exception of confirming that the striped wrens were indeed Band-backed. 
  
It was five-fifteen when returning to the lodge and the sun had been replaced by cloud. A shower and change of t-shirt and some packing took place 

before sitting down to supper at seven o'clock that was a repeat of last night’s pizza on my part. Meanwhile it was discovered that a permit was required 

to enter Cerro Blanco but with only four or so species to see it was not a disaster. The tape, binoculars, and flashlight were grabbed at seven-fifty to owl 

alone. A large owl was flushed near the lodge while driving to the highway.  A reasonable speed was adhered to in the direction of the park with one stop 

where a West Peruvian Screech-Owl was heard.  Heavy traffic was a setback. The decision at this point being halfway to the park was to carry on at speed  

reaching over one hundred kilometers an hour on straight sectors along the highway and the gate was reached at eight-twenty. It was pleasant to be 

driving exclusive of the lethargic speeds that took place with Martin behind the wheel. Even negotiating traffic in towns was faster with speeds only 

adhered to while approaching the so-called cameras. The tape was played at the first stop just past the gate with no response but the second stop produced 

at least three singing Anthony's Nightjars and a West Peruvian Screech-Owl. The tape was played for both and the ghostly shape overhead could not be 

assigned to either species. The road was driven almost to Agua Blanca until meeting an oncoming motorbike that would have flushed any night birds off 

the road. The drive back began at three minutes past nine with an average speed of on hundred kilometers an hour, reaching a locked gate along the lodge 

road at nine-twenty that had to be bypassed via a small road by the police station. You'd truly was in bed at nine-thirty. The night was extremely muggy 

and uncomfortable. 
  
It was raining at five-thirty on December the fourth. The crew dressed and most of the gear was packed with the exception of plugging the IPod and iPad 

in for a brief charge while waiting and eating the accustomed breakfast. Martin paid the one hundred and ninety-one dollars for our two-day stay and 

meals at Finca Punta Ayampe before staring off at seven-thirty. The notes were brought up to date during the drive finishing at eight o'clock. The saltpans 

were in view soon after with the entire area scoped from the car’s rooftop revealing four new species including American Oystercatcher. Cerro Alto was 

the last stop of the trip arriving at nine-fifty and discovering a Gray-and-white Tyrannulet whose call was compared directly to the tape. A second 

individual was found on the way back to the car. The tape was played twice for Peruvian Thick-knee with of course negative results. 

 

          
 

                      Baird’s Flycatcher                                                         Pearl Kite                                                 Long-tailed Mockingbird 
  
Cerro Alto was left in the rearview mirror at eleven o'clock. In retrospect there was plenty of time to visit the Salinas saltpans where Peruvian Pelican and 

Gray Gulls would likely have been seen. A police check took place with Guayaquil looming on the horizon where our passports and drivers license were 

inspected at eleven-nineteen for a minute or two. The drive to the airport was a breeze, arriving much too early at one-fifteen or so after Martin filled the 

tank for seven dollars at a nearby station. An argument ensued with the lazy colleague that it should be done to save money. As usual his only intent was 

to rush blindly onwards. The final bill for the car rental was nine hundred and eighty-four dollars and ninety-six cents the mileage was just over two 

thousand two hundred kilometers. We were waiting outside in the humid air for the shuttle to Howard Johnson at one-thirty or so and it did not arrive 

after a half hour so I asked the information people to phone and it arrived five minutes later at two twenty-five. The hassle continued at the front desk 

after stating the reservation was under Taylor or Lee and he looked only for my name. The room was settled into at two-fifty and the notes were updated 

at three-twelve after writing Pat and looking for a nearby restaurant online. A shower and a change to jeans then took place prior to trashing hotel 

reservations and maps prior to packing. The maps on the iPad were trashed subsequently until four o'clock while making coffee in the room. The number 

of birds seen on the vacation was counted at just over three hundred species but obviously almost drifting off to sleep was due to what was likely a 

miscount. The coffee was swilled back subsequently. 
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         Snowy Egret     Black-necked Stilt            Frigatebird                    Chilean Flamingo                                       Brown Pelican 

 

               
  

                                                          Great Grebe                                                              Franklin’s Gull 
  
The gas cost was tabulated with a total of forty-five dollars, yours truly dishing out eleven dollars and Martin paying thirty-four dollars. It was five 

o'clock at this point and we stepped outside to find a Tony Roma's where yours truly ordered the pasta chicken and lemonade. The pasta was in actuality 

spaghetti with a tomato-based sauce that was not exceptional. Martin paid the bill at thirty-seven dollars and thirty-six cents and we were back in the room 

at ten minutes past six. The alarm was set for ten minutes past three for the three-thirty shuttle to the airport. Television was watched for the first time 

during the trip for a few minutes, switching off the lights at seven o'clock. Yours truly slept like a baby with the cool air conditioner blasting.  
  
The alarm rang at three ‘clock on the morning of December fifth and we were in the lobby in twelve minutes. Five dollars was paid from my pocket for 

the extra bed and Martin paid two and a half dollars for the tourist tax. Our free taxi ride to the airport was ready at three-fifteen, taking five minutes. We 

stood in line for just over ten minutes at Copa forgetting that Avianca was to be used homeward. Boarding passes were in hand at three-fifty and the toilet 

was in use until three fifty-five. The notes were updated subsequently and a note sent to Pat at eight minutes past four. Charles was written while waiting 

for boarding which took place at four twenty-five. Avianca departed on time and a breakfast was served approximately three-quarters of an hour into the 

flight as well as drinks but strangely no coffee. The amazing airline also had free movies and "A Walk in the Woods" with Robert Redford and Nick 

Nolte was hilarious entertainment taking up an hour and a half of the flight. "The Lord of the Rings" was selected for the next half hour due to having 

seen it previously. San Salvador airport was reached on time at slightly after seven o'clock. Our gate of departure was the same as our arrival gate. A 

coffee was purchased at the adjacent Subway for a dollar and fifty cents prior to looking for an acceptable gift for my wife. A matching pair of wooden 

earrings and necklace that resembled ochre-coloured sand dollars was only ten dollars and thought to be appealing to her taste so the set was purchased. A 

couple of women from Toronto were interested in my photos and actually sat through a slide show for twenty minutes until boarding.  
  
The next leg of the flight on Avianca also departed on time at eight o'clock and breakfast was served again about an hour into the flight that was basically 

the same meal served previously, that of fruit, scrambled eggs, a bun and jam followed this time with orange juice, coffee, and water. A second cup of 

java followed later. "The Man from UNCLE" was enjoyed from eight-thirty to eleven-thirty that was not on the top of my list for the best flic produced 

but entertaining nonetheless. The notes were brought up to date afterward until eleven forty-seven. The money laid out on the trip was gathered together 

on the notes subsequently until twelve twenty-two and tallied at twelve fifty-three with Martin owing two hundred and seventy-five dollars with a total 

outlay of four thousand four hundred dollars each. Meanwhile, a cheesy sandwich and glass of orange juice was delivered to the seat. The plane was 

descending into Toronto at twelve fifty-four and landing at one-thirty or so. Customs in Toronto was as always a nightmare. First my passport would not 

operate in the scanner due to a small bend from wearing it in my money belt. The idiotic Customs official asked if I had been in West Africa; sure idiot I 

walked there from Ecuador. Three people asked for the boarding pass in a single line not more than twenty feet in length. We were seated in the A&W at 

two-forty where a chipotle chicken sandwich and a root beer were ordered personally. The email account was then checked with unwanted mail deleting 

prior to writing Pat and Charles until three twenty two. What were presumed to be lifers were then written on a scrape piece of paper on a daily basis then 

transferred to bubo.org and scratched off the list if successful. That was finally done with the exception of those species that did not come up on the 

website at approximately seven o'clock just as the battery was dying. Boarding began at seven-thirty and the flight left more or less on time at eight. Jake 

Gyllenhaal gave an Oscar winning performance in "Southpaw" and the movie itself deserves an Oscar as well. Meanwhile, a glass of orange juice and 

water were enjoyed. That flic was over at nine o'clock and "Duff" was watched that was about a supposedly unattractive schoolgirl who was used as a 

means to make attractive girls look even better.  
  
The Air Canada flight landed at Victoria at ten minutes past ten and Martin hired a cab to his place and picked up the car and drove me home, arriving at 

ten-forty or so. Interestingly he was now exceeding the speed limits. The gear was dumped out on the floor and the photographs uploaded to the computer 

with the Great Grebe sent off to the fellow who wrote from Ecuador. The bed was occupied just around midnight with weird dreams possibly because the 

medication was forgotten the night previously.  One hundred and eight dollars in American cash was spent during the trip with thirty of that wasted on 

tips. 
  

!
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!White-tipped Dove                                                                     Chestnut-throated Seedeater 

!

                                  Lizard at Cerro Alto                                                                                  Yellow-tailed Oriole 
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Green Iguana 


